1. The word which is used instead of a noun is ______________
   1) Verb  2) Adverb  3) Adjective  4) Pronoun

2. The river water is ______ because of waste products
   1) Clean  2) Polluted  3) Colourful  4) Sweet

3. choose the right spelling of the word
   1) Dictionary  2) Dictinary  3) Disnory  4) Disnery

4. My father gave me a precious gift. Here “Precious” means ______
   1) Costly  2) Valuable  3) Cheap  4) Heavy

5. My mother gets up __________ 5 ‘o’ clock.
   1) in  2) at  3) on  4) around

6. We celebrate children’s day ______ 14th November
   1) on  2) at  3) in  4) under

7. The Marina Beach is ______ Chennai _______ Tamilnadu.
   1) at, at  2) at, in  3) in, at  4) in, in

8. My uncle’s wife is my ____________.
   1) Mother  2) Sister  3) Grandmother  4) Aunt.

9. Rhyming word for moon is __________
   1) More  2) Boon  3) Corn  4) Tune

10. I went to ooty. __________ is a cool place.
    1) He  2) She  3) It  4) They
11. The baby .................. for milk
   1. Cried  2. laughed  3. played  4. danced

12. My Headmistress congratulated me on my hard work.
   Here congratulated – can be replaced with ..................

13. We celebrate our independence day …. 15th August every year .
   Fill in the blanks with appropriate preposition
   1. on  2. at  3. in  4. under

14. Mr. Kumar is my mother’s brother. He is my …..
   Fill in the blanks with right kinship
   1. Cousin  2. Uncle  3. brother  4. grand-father

15. Tiger Tiger burning bright .. . . .
   Choose an appropriate rhyming word for the underline word
   1. boat  2. night  3. cat  4. Mat

16. I like my abode. Here ‘abode’ means
   1) Home  2) Office  3) School  4) Room

17. The tiger is a wild animal. ______________ lives in forest.
   1) He  2) She  3) They  4) It

18. Choose the rhyming word for “past”
   1) Pant  2) Pot  3) Last  4) Lost

19. You should always
   1) Help others  2) Disobey elders
   3) Beat your friends  4) Hurt others

20. Choose the pair which does not rhyme.
   1) Kind - mind  2) Deeds - Seeds  3) Ill - hill  4) Moments –kindness

21. ______________ are friends. They study well.
   1) Kala  2) Kala and Kavitha  3) The girl  4) The boy

22. John is my elder brother. Find the opposite word for the underlined word :
   1) Bigger  2) Younger  3) Smaller  4) Older

23. Which flower is a vegetable?
   1) Lotus  2) Jasmine  3) Cauli – Flower  4) Sun flower
24. Who works in a bank?
   1) Postman  2) Cashier  3) Policeman  4) Doctor

25. Which word cannot be formed using the letters in the word “Teacher”
   1) Her  2) Ear  3) Tea  4) Ten

26. We must brush our teeth in ______________
   1) The morning  2) The evening  3) The morning and the evening  4) The morning and at night

27. Find the meaning of the word “garbage”
   1) Rubbish  2) Cabbage  3) Car-shed  4) Dust-bin

28. Which is not a good habit?
   1) Brush our teeth  2) Take bath  3) Wear clean clothes  4) Get up late in the morning

29. Find the opposite of the underlined word: keep the classroom clean.
   1) Dirty  2) Neat  3) tidy  4) dust

30. “How serious pollution is!” what type of sentence is this?
   1) Statements  2) Interrogative  3) Exclamatory  4) Imperative

31. How many vowels are there in the word “Examine”
   1) 3 vowels  2) 5 vowels  3) 4 vowels  4) 2 vowels.

32. The giraffe is as _________ as a coconut tree
   1) Long  2) Big  3) Tall  4) Large

33. Form a new word by changing the first letter of the word “Honey”
   1) D  2) M  3) C  4) J

34. Eating uncovered food will __________
   1) Make us healthy  2) Make us sick  3) Be tasty  4) Be good for our body

35. Among the following items which one is related to “Hardwork”
   1) God is love  2) Health is wealth  3) No pain; no gain  4) Unity in diversity

36. When you apply for leave, you write a leave letter to your __________
   1) Friend  2) Father  3) Relative  4) Teacher

37. Which among the pairs is not an anagram?
   1) Late – Take  2) Top - Pot  3) Team - Meat  4) Read – Dear
38. Which among the pair is not a homophone?
   1) Sea - see  2) Son - sun  3) Know – no  4) Part – park

39. Which among the following items is not a daily habit?
   1) Taking bath  2) Brushing our teeth  3) Cutting the nails  4) Washing our hands

Read the passage and choose the answer for the questions below:

Raman took his dog with him to the shop. The shop keeper said that the dogs are not allowed inside the shop. So he returned home shopping anything.

40. Raman took his dog to the ___________
    1) School  2) temple  3) Park  4) Shop

41. ________ did not allow the dog inside the shop
    1) The teacher  2) The doctor  3) The carpenter  4) The Shop keeper

42. Look at the Picture and write three sentences about it.
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43. Read aloud with correct pause and pronunciation.

   Once there lived a merchant named Ramu. He owned a horse and an ass. He used the ass to carry a heavy load.

44. Punctuations:

   1. How beautiful the lotus is_
   2. How old are you __

45. Writing :- As given by the teacher